Saturday 4/27

1-2PM Eye Spy: Old Firehouse, Main Street. FREE.
Guided Family walking tour of public art with map and matching game

1:30-3:30PM Silk Scarf Dyeing, Old Firehouse. FREE
Ellen Scott of Coastal Craft Gallery demonstrates a unique dyeing process. Can make own scarf for $10 fee.

4-6PM Arts for the Earth, Addison Gallery FREE
Painting demonstration, meet local authors, hear live music

Tuesday 4/30 5-6:30PM

Paint Your Life: Mandala, NY Hair FREE
Explore how themes of your life can be expressed in color, line and shapes

Friday 5/3

11-12PM Alcohol Inks Demonstration, Gallery 31 FREE

12:30-3:30PM Hands on workshop, Alcohol Inks $50 fee, register
led by award winning artist, create several works of your own

4-5PM Alcohol Inks Demonstration, Gallery 31 FREE

2-4PM Vivid Colors, Church of the Transfiguration
Organ Voices and Elements Theater costume display. Restored E.M. Skinner Organ has 18 separate instruments

Saturday 5/4

1:30-3:30PM How do they Do it, Old Firehouse FREE
Nancy Craemer, potter, of Coastal Craft Gallery demonstrates how she creates clay forms into animals

2-4PM Digital Photography with John Wilisowski Eastwind Gallery FREE
Learn the basics of creating powerful images and captivating results with digital cameras

For more information about these and other events throughout MA, go to www.artweekma.org